Impaired fear memory and decreased hippocampal neurogenesis following olfactory bulbectomy in rats.
It has been proposed that a decrease in adult hippocampal neurogenesis provides a biological and cellular basis for major depression. The olfactory bulbectomy (OB) in rats is widely accepted as an animal model of depression. In the present study, we investigated the effect of OB on memory formation in the memory tasks related to the hippocampal function and adult hippocampal neurogenesis. OB induced a behavioural syndrome, which was characterized by an increased activity in the open-field test and impairment in passive avoidance behaviour and contextual fear conditioning. The behavioural changes, following OB, were accompanied by a decrease in the number of proliferating cells in the dentate gyrus. Furthermore, the differentiation of the newly born cells, into mature calbindin-positive neurons, was also retarded. Stereological analysis revealed a decrease in the total granule neuron numbers within the granule cell layer of the dentate gyrus, without a significant decrease in volume of the dentate gyrus. Although a relationship between altered neurogenesis and behavioural syndrome, induced by OB, is not established yet, our results suggest that decreased neurogenesis might at least partly contribute for behavioural deficits following OB.